
T here are so
many ways for
paint contrac-

tors to promote our businesses these
days. It can be a full-time job, and for
many owners it is. Some of the tradi-
tional marketing modes that have his-
torically worked well are perhaps not
working so well these days. I haven’t
spoken with many contractors who are
currently in love with their results in the
yellow pages, classifieds or direct mail
campaigns. Do we conclude that we
should completely abandon these meth-
ods? Well, not necessarily (although it
seems to have become all too convenient
to jump on other more fashionable
bandwagons).

Most small businesses these days have
a Web site. Web site templates are readi-
ly available and have become fairly easy
for the do-it-yourself contractor to cre-
ate. Most Web sites are built and
tweaked to generate leads. SEO princi-
ples are applied. Rankings and traffic are
monitored with a strategic diligence
worthy of a military presence in a for-
eign land. While ranking and the ability
of customers to find you on the Internet
are important, there are other very effec-
tive uses for your Web site besides rank-
ing and lead generation. 

Generally accepted marketing wisdom
suggests that it’s important to have a
marketing “plan” that makes use of mul-
tiple media working together to raise
consumer awareness about your service
and stimulate consumers to action.
Using this approach, you might have
multiple other forms of marketing –
print, yard signs, soft goods, vehicle
graphics and a targeted mailing – all dis-

playing your Web site. It is a sound prac-
tice to use other non-Internet-based
marketing methods to encourage traffic
to your Web site, rather than relying
solely on your search engine rankings to
pull your Web site up in front of the
right people at the right time. 

Here’s where it can cross over into
the unknown, which is not the most
comfortable feeling in marketing. With
a basic level of computer competence, a
painting contractor can set up a pres-
ence on Facebook, YouTube, MySpace,
LinkdIn, Merchant Circle, Twitter,
Flickr, Yelp, and any number of social
and business networking media. Then
set up Photobucket to automatically
dump photos into all these outlets.
Then link all the social media to the
Web site, and backlink, crosslink, link,
link, link. Then Google around and
take a crash course in SEO and get that
mad linked homemade Web site to
rank. Then research keyword searches
and set up a pay-per-click campaign to
stimulate activity and drive traffic to
the Web site, maybe throw on a blog for
good measure to give those visitors
some cool reading material, and of
course use the blog to boost the rank of
the site. And on and on and on. It is
absolutely endless, the amount of time
and energy a painting contractor can
put into DIY Web promotion. In the
end, it is still very possible that the
phone will not ring any more than if he
or she had done none of the above. The
problem with this approach is that it
relies completely on the Internet
instead of a balanced marketing plan to
direct people to the Web site. It assumes
that the Internet is the primary market-
place in which to be promoting paint
services. What if the customers you
seek are not seeking your services on
the Internet? 

This flies in the face of what is hip in
marketing today, but an imbalanced
Internet-based marketing approach
relies on passive methods of promotion.
They are convenient to the contractor
and to the theoretical consumer, but
they are detached and distant, and if not
properly used, they can feed right into
one of the largest obstacles a painting
contractor is trying to overcome by
using them. Consumers are and have
been demanding an unusual amount of
“bang for buck” in their home improve-
ment purchases over the past couple of
years. Well, let’s call a spade a spade:
They are shopping. What better way to
facilitate shopping than to create a pas-
sive, impersonal opportunity to shop
your business? 

Painting contractors who take the “if
you build it they will come” approach,
relying mostly on Web site and social
media presence for sales, may be setting
themselves up for disappointment. I am
not convinced enough that painting is a
service that is being purchased in large
quantities over the Internet for us to put
the majority of the marketing eggs in
that basket. It is easy for a contractor to
fall into this trap because it is inexpen-
sive and not too difficult to set up. I
heard one painting contractor say
recently that he was pumped to “create a
buzz and use all these media to drive
traffic to the Web site.” I looked at his
self-made Web site and wondered if that
was such a good idea. 

While I am old school in many ways,
my business does use some of the above-
mentioned online media as part of an
overall market strategy. I see great
potential in Facebook and YouTube, and
our Web site has been a valuable tool for
the promotion of our business for years.
These are helpful tools but perhaps best
used in conjunction with other forms of
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advertising and promotion. I don’t hold
any immediate expectations for them;
they are like the hood ornaments on a
marketing program. 

Many contractors in the race for rank-
ings lose sight of some of the practical
aspects of a well-integrated, multi-media
marketing plan. The beauty of marketing
is that you can always be trying different
things. If you haven’t done so already, try
thinking of your Web site as more than
just a lead generation machine. Also think
of it as a selling tool. In addition to its
potential for lead generation, your Web
site can serve as an online brochure that
does a lot of the heavy lifting for sales, in
terms of consumer education, differentia-
tion, credibility, etc. It is a great feeling to
walk through the door of potential new
customers and know that they have been
to your Web site and that some of the
sales work has already been done. 

Use your Web site as a direct, instead
of passive, sales resource. You can do this

on the very first phone call to or at the
first meeting with a potential customer.
When you identify the problem that the
prospect is asking you to solve, refer him
or her to a similar situation that is doc-
umented in photos on your Web site. It
is even possible to pull up your Web site
on your iPhone and show the prospect
your work in about seven seconds.
Whether over the phone or in person,
directing the consumer to your Web site
is a proactive way of using your Web site
to help you sell. When customers see
your Web site, perhaps you will gain
some credibility and they will see some
ideas that can be integrated into their
decision-making process. This calls for
us to consider our Web sites from an
angle other than SEO and lead genera-
tion. Look at your Web site in terms of
its written and visual content from a
consumer perspective rather than
through the lens of search engine satis-
faction. These are two very different

considerations. 
Another reality to keep in mind is that

when you rely too much on SEO and
ranking, the quality of the leads you may
get are totally random. The best market-
ing is targeted. That’s why I am a believ-
er in using a Web site as an integral com-
ponent of a diverse overall strategy to
target the specific type of clients you
want to connect with. Sitting back and
waiting for that demographic to discov-
er you through your search engine rank-
ing is a passive risk. I am strongly of the
opinion that direct, proactive, face-to-
face promotion of our businesses will be
king in the coming months. APC

Scott Burt owns and operates Topcoat Fin-
ishes in Vermont and is senior editor of
American Painting Contractor. He encour-
ages contact at Scott@topcoatfinishes.com
and www.propaintcontractors.com, an
online networking group for professional
paint contracting business owners. 
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